and al-Marwa are among the rites of God. Whoever, then, makes a pilgrimage to the House, or pays a visit to it, will not be committing sin if he circumambulates both. " It is striking, that the verse uses the verb . tawwafa ("to circumambulate") and not sa#ā ("to run"). It is the same root which is used in connection with the rite of circumambulating the Ka#ba and it gives at least the suggestion that the rite may have been different from what is the standard rite: walking briskly from al-.
Safā to al-Marwa seven times.
Indeed, in three early commentaries on the Qur"ān of Warqā's ( / ) version of Mujāhid, 3 Sufyān al-Thawrī 4 (d.  / ) and Muqātil b. Sulaymān (d.  / ), 5 this verse is commented upon as being sent down, because early Muslims considered the rite to be pagan and thus felt uneasy about their circumambulation as part of the pilgrimage rites. Muqātil is the most specific in that he mentions that for the .
Hums, the tribal association of Quraysh, Kinānana, Khuzā#a and #Āmir b. .
Sa# . sa#a which observed very strict rites and taboos in connection with the preIslamic pilgrimage, they did not form part of the pilgrimage rites and that these two hills had idols on them in pagan times, Nā"ila on al-.
Safā and Isāf or Yasāf on al-Marwa.
Actually, Mujāhid explains the verse as intending that who does not circumambulate them does not do wrong, in fact making their circumambulation facultative. Sufyān simply mentions that Ibn #Abbās read the verse as follows: "Whoever, then, makes a pilgrimage to the House, or pays a visit to it, will not be committing sin if he does not circumambulate both. " And indeed from al-Farrā" 6 (d.  / ) we learn that it was a well-known reading, which he discusses seriously. Also al-. 
